Abstract. Various embedding problems of lattices into complete lattices are solved. We prove that for any join-semilattice S with the minimal join-cover refinement property, the ideal lattice Id S of S is both algebraic and dually algebraic. Furthermore, if there are no infinite D-sequences in J(S), then Id S can be embedded into a direct product of finite lower bounded lattices. We also find a system of infinitary identities that characterize sublattices of complete, lower continuous, and join-semidistributive lattices. These conditions are satisfied by any (not necessarily finitely generated) lower bounded lattice and by any locally finite, join-semidistributive lattice. Furthermore, they imply M. Erné's dual staircase distributivity.
Introduction
It is a classical result that the ideal lattice Id L of a lattice L is a complete, algebraic lattice, furthermore, it contains an isomorphic copy of L and it satisfies the same identities as L, see [13] . A much harder result is that every modular lattice embeds, within its variety, into a complete, algebraic, and spatial lattice (see Section 2 for precise definitions), see [14] . Say that a lattice is bi-algebraic, if it is both algebraic and dually algebraic. While investigating lattices of convex subsets, the authors of [21, 22] came across the following problem, which is stated as Problem 5 in [21] .
Can every lattice be embedded into some complete, bi-algebraic lattice? After having asked several experts in lattice theory, we finally came to the surprising conclusion that the answer to that question was unknown. In the present paper, we solve this problem in the negative, see Section 12. More specifically, we prove that both the lattice of all subspaces of any infinite-dimensional vector space and the lattice of all order-convex subsets of any infinite chain cannot be embedded into any complete, bi-algebraic lattice, see Corollaries 12.4 and 12.5.
Nevertheless, it turns out that one can prove many positive results in this topic that seem to have been unknown until now. We introduce a new class of lattices, the so-called fermentable lattices, see Definition 5.1. The class of fermentable lattices includes the class of all ideal lattices of finitely generated lower bounded lattices. We give in Theorem 5.2 an alternative proof of a result also established, with a different method, by M. V. Semenova in [20] : Every fermentable lattice can be embedded into a direct product of finite lower bounded lattices. This extends [2, Corollary 2.2] , that states that every finitely presented lower bounded lattice embeds into a direct product of finite lower bounded lattices. It also extends the result, established in [1] by using [9] , that the ideal lattice of any free lattice embeds into some direct product of finite lower bounded lattices-observe that any direct product of finite lattices is bi-algebraic. Furthermore, we obtain other related results, such as: The ideal lattice of a join-semilattice with the minimal join-cover refinement property is bi-algebraic, see Corollary 6.2. A common extension of lower continuity and join-semidistributivity, called (after M. Erné) dual * -distributivity, is proved for fermentable lattices, see Corollary 7.4. However, these results do not extend to the class of all (not necessarily finitely generated) lower bounded lattices, see Section 2. Nevertheless, for those we still obtain partial results, such as the following.
-We find a system of infinitary identities characterizing sublattices of complete, lower continuous, join-semidistributive lattices (see Theorem 11.2) . We observe that these 'identities' are satisfied by any lower bounded lattice (see Corollary 11.5) and by any locally finite, join-semidistributive lattice (see Corollary 10.2) . Furthermore, they imply M. Erné's "dual staircase distributivity" (see Corollary 11.3). -A finitely generated lower bounded lattice may not be embeddable into any complete, lower continuous, lower bounded lattice (see Example 11.7). -There exists a locally finite, lower bounded lattice that cannot be embedded into any complete, upper continuous, join-semidistributive lattice (see Example 11.9 ). -A lattice has a complete embedding into some complete, lower continuous, join-semidistributive lattice iff it satisfies M. Erné's "dual * -distributivity" (see Theorem 11.11) .
Some of our results are easy extensions of known results, such as the lower continuity result proved in Lemma 6.1 or the dual * -distributivity result of Corollary 7.4-still they do not seem to follow right away from the already existing literature. Some other results of the present paper seem to be completely new, such as our characterization result of sublattices of complete, lower continuous, join-semidistributive lattices (see Theorem 11.2) . Some patterns of our proof that certain lattices cannot be embedded into any complete, bi-algebraic lattice (see Section 12) can be found in von Neumann's classical proof that the perspectivity relation in a continuous geometry is transitive, see [17] . However, continuous geometries are modular lattices while our negative results can be applied to non-modular lattices such as those in Corollary 12.5. Still, as our results cover both the modular and the join-semidistributive case, putting them in perspective in the present paper seemed to us worth the effort.
Basic notions
For a set X, we denote by X <ω the set of all finite sequences of elements of X, and we denote by the concatenation of finite sequences. We let P(X) denote the powerset of X.
For partially ordered sets K and L, a map f :
for all x ∈ K and every family (x i ) i∈I of elements of K; "join-complete" is defined dually. We say that f is complete, if it is both meet-complete and join-complete.
A lattice is join-semidistributive, if it satisfies the quasi-identity
For lattices K and L, a homomorphism f : K → L is lower bounded, if {x ∈ K | f(x) ≥ a} is either empty or has a least element, for each a ∈ L. As in [2] , a lattice L is lower bounded, if every lattice homomorphism from a finitely generated free lattice to L is lower bounded. Equivalently, every finitely generated sublattice of L is lower bounded in the sense of [8] . It is well-known that every lower bounded lattice is join-semidistributive, see, for example, [2] . For a join-semilattice S, we put S − = S \ {0}, if S has a zero element, and S − = S, otherwise. We denote by J(S) the set of join-irreducible elements of S. We say that a subset Σ of S is join-generates S (resp., finitely join-generates) S, if every element of S is a join (resp., a finite join) of elements of Σ. We say that S is spatial, if the set of all completely join-irreducible elements of S join-generates S. It is well known that every dually algebraic lattice is lower continuous-see [5 For any X ⊆ S, we put ↓X = {y ∈ S | ∃x ∈ X such that y ≤ x} ↑X = {y ∈ S | ∃x ∈ X such that x ≤ y} .
We abuse notation slightly by putting ↓x = ↓ {x} and ↑x = ↑ {x}, for all x ∈ S. For subsets X and Y of S, we say that X refines Y , in notation X Y , if X ⊆ ↓Y . An element a ∈ S is compact, if for every upward directed subset X of S, if X is defined and a ≤ X, then a ∈ ↓X. We say that S is algebraic, if the set of compact elements of S join-generates S. There are substantial pieces of work in the area of the present paper where completeness is not included in the definition of an algebraic lattice, see [3] , so we will follow this convention as well.
For κ being either a cardinal number or ∞, let the prefix "κ-" mean restriction to families of cardinality at most κ, for example, a lattice is ℵ 0 -meet-complete, if every countable subset has a meet, while it is ∞-meet-complete, if it is meet-complete.
3. Relativizations of the minimal join-cover refinement property Definition 3.1. Let S be a join-semilattice, let Σ ⊆ S. For an element a of S − , we put
• C(a) = {X ⊆ S | X is finite, a / ∈ ↓X, and a ≤ X}. The elements of C(a) are called the nontrivial join-covers of a.
• M(a) = {E ∈ C(a) | ∀X ∈ C(a), X E implies that E ⊆ X}. The elements of M(a) are called the minimal nontrivial join-covers of a, and we put M Σ (a) = M(a) ∩ P(Σ). Furthermore, we introduce the following properties of the pair S, Σ :
• We say that S has the Σ-weak minimal join-cover refinement property, in short the Σ-WMCRP, if every element of C(p) can be refined by an element of M Σ (p), for all p ∈ Σ.
• We say that S has the Σ-minimal join-cover refinement property, in short the Σ-MCRP, if it has the Σ-WMCRP and M Σ (p) is finite, for all p ∈ Σ.
Of course, the Σ-MCRP implies the Σ-WMCRP. Observe that for a ∈ S, every element of M Σ (a) is an antichain of Σ ∩ J(S). The classical minimal join-cover refinement property, in short MCRP, see [8] , is the S-MCRP. Observe that it implies that J(S) join-generates S.
The join-dependency relation D on a join-semilattice S is defined on J(S) as usual, that is, for a, b ∈ J(S), the relation a D b holds if a = b and there exists c ∈ S such that a ≤ b ∨ c but a
x ∨ c for all x < b. Another useful equivalent definition is provided by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let S be a join-semilattice, let Σ ⊆ J(S). We suppose that S satisfies the Σ-WMCRP. Then for all a, b ∈ Σ, the relation a D b holds iff there exists
Proof. The proof is virtually the same as the one of [8, Lemma 2.31].
More lattices with the MCRP
It is well-known that every free lattice has the MCRP, see [8, Chapter II] . Furthermore, every finitely presented lattice has the MCRP as well, see [7] . In this section, we present a few easy common extensions of these results. Definition 4.1. For a poset P , we denote by F L (P ) the free lattice on P . This means that F L (P ) is generated, as a lattice, by (an isomorphic copy of) P , and any order-preserving map from P to any lattice L can be extended to a unique lattice homomorphism from F L (P ) to L. Proposition 4.2. Every lattice of the form F L (P )/θ, for a poset P and a finitely generated congruence θ of F L (P ), has the MCRP.
Proof. Put L = F L (P )/θ. We identify F L (Q) with its canonical image in F L (P ), for any subposet Q of P .
Since θ is finitely generated, there are m < ω and a i ,
Since Q is finite, it is possible to define a map g 0 : P → K
• by the rule
with the convention that ∅ = O. Since g 0 is order-preserving, it extends to a unique lattice homomorphism g :
Claim. The following assertions hold.
Proof of Claim. (i) In the nontrivial case y = O, we can write
(ii) For all p ∈ P , we compute:
Hence v = f(u) and, by (i) of the Claim above, u = h(v). Since K is a finitely presented lattice, it has the MCRP, see [7] . Let I l , for l < n, be the minimal nontrivial join-covers of u in K. Since v = f(u), the set J l = f[I l ] is a nontrivial join-cover of v, for all l < n. Hence, to conclude the proof, it suffices to establish that every nontrivial join-cover J of v in L is refined by some J l . Observe
, so, again by (ii) of the Claim above, J l J, which concludes the proof.
We observe the following immediate consequence of [8, Lemma 5.3] . It is clear that finitely defined lattices are exactly the quotients of free lattices by finitely generated congruences. Hence, Corollary 4.4 applies to finitely defined lattices.
Leavens and fermentable lattices
An infinite D-sequence of a join-semilattice L is a sequence (a n ) n<ω of elements of J(L) such that a n D a n+1 for all n < ω.
This terminology is inspired from P. Pudlák and J. Tůma's beautiful designation as "finitely fermentable" (see [18] ) those lattices that are nowadays called "finite lower bounded". In particular, a finite lattice is fermentable iff it is lower bounded.
Every free lattice and every finitely generated lower bounded lattice is fermentable (see [8] ). Furthermore, the ideal lattice of the free lattice F L (X) on any nonempty set X is, by Corollary 5.4, fermentable, but it is not lower bounded in case X has at least three elements (see [2] ).
The following result that every fermentable lattice can be embedded into a direct product of finite lower bounded lattices is also established by M. V. Semenova in [20] .
Theorem 5.2. Every fermentable join-semilattice L has a meet-complete joinembedding into some direct product of finite lower bounded lattices.
Observe that every direct product of finite lower bounded lattices is complete, bi-algebraic, and fermentable.
Proof. Let Σ be a leaven of L. We denote by the reflexive, transitive closure of the join-dependency relation on Σ (see Lemma 3.2), and we put
Proof of Claim. Define T as the set of all finite sequences p 0 , p 1 , . . . , p n of elements of Σ such that p i D p i+1 , for all i < n. Then T , endowed with the initial segment ordering, is a tree. Furthermore, since L satisfies the Σ-MCRP, T is finitely branching. Since there is no infinite D-sequence in Σ, the tree T has no infinite branch, thus, by König's Theorem, every connected component of T is finite. The conclusion follows immediately. Claim 1.
For any p ∈ Σ, denote by L p the set of all joins of elements of Σ p , with a new zero element O added as the join of the empty set.
Claim 2. The lattice L p is finite lower bounded, for all p ∈ Σ.
Proof of Claim. The finiteness of L p follows from Claim 1. Moreover,
For all q, r ∈ Σ p , the relations q D Lp r and q D L r are equivalent. Thus, L p does not have D-cycles. Since L p is finite, it is lower bounded.
Claim 2.
We put
p∈Σ is a join-homomorphism, and it is meet-complete. Furthermore, for a, b ∈ L such that a b, there exists p ∈ Σ such that p ≤ a and p b, thus p ∈ ϕ p (a) while p / ∈ ϕ p (b); whence ϕ(a) ϕ(b). Therefore, ϕ is an order-embedding.
It is proved in [2, Theorem 2.1] that every lower bounded lattice belongs to the quasivariety Q(LB fin ) generated by all finite lower bounded lattices. By the following Corollary 5.4, Theorem 5.2 implies immediately this result for finitely generated lower bounded lattices, thus also for arbitrary lower bounded lattices since any quasivariety is closed under direct limits.
Corollary 5.4. Let S be a join-semilattice with the MCRP and no infinite Dsequence of join-irreducible elements. Then the ideal lattice Id S is fermentable; thus it embeds into a direct product of finite lower bounded lattices.
Proof. It is straightforward to verify that Σ = {↓p | p ∈ J(S)} is a leaven of L = Id S; whence L is fermentable. The conclusion follows immediately from Theorem 5.2.
In particular, it follows from Corollary 5.4 that Id L is fermentable, for every lattice L which is either free or finitely generated lower bounded. It cannot be extended to arbitrary lower bounded lattices, for any direct product of finite lower bounded lattices is complete, upper continuous, and join-semidistributive, while, on the other hand, the (locally finite, lower bounded) lattice of Example 11.9 cannot be embedded into any complete, upper continuous, join-semidistributive lattice. Furthermore, by Example 11.10, Corollary 5.4 cannot be extended to the filter lattice Fil L of L.
Lower continuity
A join-semilattice L is lower continuous, if the equality
holds, for any a ∈ L and any downward directed X ⊆ L such that X exists. Of course, we put a ∨ X = {a ∨ x | x ∈ X}.
Our main lemma is the following, very similar in statement and in proof to [8, Theorem 2.25].
Proof. Let a ∈ L and let X ⊆ L be a downward directed subset admitting a meet, b = X. We prove the equality a ∨ b = (a ∨ X). Since Σ join-generates S, it suffices to prove that for any p ∈ Σ such that p ≤ a ∨ x for all x ∈ X, the inequality p ≤ a ∨ b holds. This is trivial in case either p ≤ a or p ≤ x for all x ∈ X, so suppose that this does not occur; let x 0 ∈ X such that p x 0 , and put
is finite (because of the Σ-MCRP), the intersection of all µ(x), for x ∈ X , is nonempty; pick an element E in this set. Since E {a, x}, for all x ∈ X , the relation E {a, b} holds, whence
Corollary 6.2. Let S be a join-semilattice satisfying the MCRP. Then the ideal lattice Id S of S is bi-algebraic.
Proof. Apply Lemma 6.1 to L = Id S and Σ = {↓p | p ∈ J(S)}. Since Id S is algebraic and lower continuous, it is dually algebraic. Corollary 6.3. Let P be a poset, let θ be a finitely generated congruence of
In particular, we obtain the following corollary.
Corollary 6.4. Let L be a lower bounded homomorphic image of a finitely defined lattice. Then Id L is bi-algebraic.
Corollary 6.4 cannot be extended to the class of lower bounded lattices (see Section 2). In fact, Corollary 6.4 does not even extend to Boolean lattices. Proposition 6.5. Let B be an infinite Boolean lattice. Then Id B is not lower continuous.
Proof. Let (a n ) n<ω be a strictly increasing sequence of elements of B. Let A be the ideal of B generated by {a n | n < ω}, and let B n be the principal ideal generated by ¬a n , for all n < ω. Observe that the sequence (B n ) n<ω is (strictly) decreasing. Then the top element 1 belongs to A ∨ B n , for every n < ω, but it does not belong to A ∨ n<ω B n .
Dual * -distributivity
Our * operation is the dual of the one considered in [6, 19] and [8, Section 5.6 ].
Definition 7.1. For a lattice L, we consider the lattice L ∪ {1} obtained by adding a new largest element 1 to L. For a ∈ L, we define inductively an element a * s of L ∪ {1}, for s ∈ L <ω , as follows:
For a subset B of L, we put
We say that L is dually * -distributive, if whenever a ∈ L and B ⊆ L, if B exists, then (a * B) exists and
Restricting the cardinality of B to be at most κ, for a given cardinal number κ, defines dual κ- * -distributivity (see Section 2). We say that L is -dually staircase distributive, if it is dually n- * -distributive, for every positive integer n, -dually zipper distributive, if it is dually 2- * -distributive.
The following is essentially due to M. Erné, see the proof of [6, Proposition 2.12].
Proposition 7.2. Let L be a lattice, let κ be either an infinite cardinal number or ∞. Consider the following statements:
(ii) L is κ-lower continuous and dually staircase distributive; (iii) L is κ-lower continuous and dually zipper distributive; (iv) L is κ-lower continuous and join-semidistributive.
Then (i) and (ii) are equivalent, they imply (iii), which implies (iv). Furthermore, if L is κ-meet-complete, then all four statements are equivalent.
It will turn out that (i), (ii), and (iii) are, in fact, equivalent, see Corollary 11.4. The following fact is obvious. Lemma 7.3. For a sublattice K of a lattice L, the following statements hold.
(i) If L is dually staircase distributive (resp., dually zipper distributive), then so is K. (ii) If the inclusion map from K into L is meet-complete and L is dually * -distributive, then so is K.
The following result extends [8, Theorem 5 .66].
Corollary 7.4. Every fermentable lattice is dually * -distributive.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 5.2 that L has a meet-complete lattice embedding into some direct product L of finite lower bounded lattices. Of course, L is complete, lower continuous, and join-semidistributive, hence, by Proposition 7.2, it is dually * -distributive. Therefore, by Lemma 7.3, L is also dually * -distributive.
Corollary 7.5. Let S be a join-semilattice satisfying the following assumptions:
(i) S has the MCRP;
(ii) there are no infinite D-sequences in J(S). Then Id S is dually * -distributive; in particular, it is join-semidistributive.
Proof. Apply Corollary 7.4 to L = Id S and Σ = {↓p | p ∈ J(S)}.
It is well-known that free lattices have the MCRP and have no infinite Dsequences, see [8, Chapter II] . Hence, we obtain the following consequence.
Corollary 7.6. Let L be a lower bounded homomorphic image of a free lattice. Then Id L is dually * -distributive; in particular, it is join-semidistributive.
Compare with Corollary 6.4. Observe that we do not require L to be finitely generated. By Corollary 5.4, Id L satisfies many other quasi-identities than joinsemidistributivity, namely, all those quasi-identities that hold in all finite lower bounded lattices, see Theorem 4.2.8 and Corollary 5.5.8 in [12] .
Let L be a lattice. For any s = a 0 , . . . , a n−1 ∈ L <ω , we put n = |s|, and, if n > 0, we put s * = a 0 , . . . , a n−2 and e(s) = a n−1 . Furthermore, we define inductively s ♦ x, for s ∈ L <ω and x ∈ L:
We shall need in Section 11 the following simple lemma.
Lemma 8.1. There are maps j : L×L <ω → L <ω and m : L×L×L <ω → L <ω such that the following equalities hold for all u, x, y ∈ L and all s ∈ L <ω with y ≤ x:
Proof. We define the maps j and m inductively, by j(u, ∅) = u and m(u, y, ∅) = y, u ; j(u, s) = s u and m(u, y, s) = s * u ∧ e(s) , if |s| is nonzero even; j(u, s) = s * u ∨ e(s) and m(u, y, s) = s u , if |s| is odd.
It is straightforward to verify that these maps satisfy the required conditions. Definition 8.2. We say that a lattice L satisfies (SD ω ∨ ), if the following equality holds, for all s ∈ L <ω and all a, b, c ∈ L:
It is not hard to verify that (SD 
Proof. It is obvious that dual zipper distributivity of L is equivalent to the satisfaction of (8.3) for all elements a, b, c of L and for s = ∅, and thus it follows from (SD ω ∨ ). If L is ℵ 0 -lower continuous, then it is easy to establish, by induction on the length of s, the equality
for all s ∈ L <ω and every (at most) countable downward directed subset X of L.
Under such conditions, dual zipper distributivity obviously implies (SD
Part of the conclusion of Proposition 8.3 will be strengthened in Corollary 11.3. We leave to the reader the easy proof of the following preservation result. 
(Of course, item (iii) implies item (iv).)
As an immediate consequence of Proposition 8.4(i,ii), we obtain the following. Proof. By Corollary 7.4, every fermentable lattice is dually * -distributive, hence, by Propositions 7.2 and 8.3, it satisfies (SD ω ∨ ). The conclusion follows from Proposition 8.4(ii).
Lower continuous lattices of filters
Definition 9.1. A notion of convergence on a lattice L is a set S of subsets of L satisfying the following conditions:
(S1) every element X of S is downward directed, furthermore, X exists; (S2) for all X ∈ S and all a ∈ L, the subset a ∨ X = {a ∨ x | x ∈ X} belongs to S, and (a ∨ X) = a ∨ X; (S3) for all X ∈ S and all a ∈ L, the subset a ∧ X = {a ∧ x | x ∈ X} belongs to S. (Observe that necessarily, (a ∧ X) = a ∧ X.) We say that S is special, if it satisfies the following condition, that involves the * operation introduced in Section 7:
(S4) The subset a * t | t ∈ {b, c} <ω \ {∅} belongs to S, for all a, b, c ∈ L.
As usual, we say that a filter of a lattice L is a (possibly empty) upper subset of L, closed under finite meets. Definition 9.2. Let S be a set of subsets of a lattice L satisfying (S1). We say that a subset A of L is S-closed, if X ⊆ A implies that X ∈ A, for all X ∈ S.
For a subset A of L, we denote by Cl S (A) the least S-closed subset of L containing A, and by Fl S (A) the least S-closed filter containing A.
For the remainder of the present section, let S be a notion of convergence on a lattice L.
For any a ∈ L and any X ⊆ L, we put
The proof of the following lemma is a straightforward application of (S2) and (S3).
Lemma 9.3. If a subset X of L is S-closed, then so are X a and X a, for any a ∈ L. Proof. Put B = Cl S (A). For any a ∈ A, the subset B a is, by Lemma 9.3, Sclosed, and it contains A (because A is closed under finite meets); thus B ⊆ B a.
It is obvious that Cl S (A) is contained in Fl
that is, B is closed under finite meets.
Furthermore, for any x ∈ L, the subset B x is, by Lemma 9.3, S-closed, but it contains A (because A is an upper subset of L), thus it contains B. Hence B is an upper subset of L. Therefore, B is a filter of L, but it is S-closed, thus it contains Fl S (A); whence B = Fl S (A).
We denote by Fil S L the set of all S-closed filters X of L such that if L has a unit element, say, 1 L , then 1 L ∈ X. (We take this precaution in order to ensure that the canonical embedding from L, ≤ into Fil S L, ⊇ preserves the empty meet.) Since Fil S L is a closure system in the powerset of L, the poset Fil S L, ⊆ is a complete lattice. We shall order Fil S L by reverse inclusion. The proof of the following lemma is obvious.
Lemma 9.5. The map x → ↑x defines a join-complete lattice embedding from
The following result is much less obvious.
Proposition 9.6. The lattice Fil S L, ≤ is lower continuous.
Proof. We prove that the dual lattice Fil S L, ⊆ is upper continuous. We put * i∈I X i = Fl S i∈I X i , for any family (X i ) i∈I of elements of Fil S L, so it suffices to prove the containment
for any A ∈ Fil S L, any upper directed poset I, and any increasing (for the inclusion)
family (B i ) i∈I of elements of Fil S L. Put B = i∈I B i , observe that B is a filter of L; thus, by Lemma 9.4, Cl S (B) = * i∈I B i . Denote by C the right hand side of (9.3), and put
For all i ∈ I and b ∈ B i , the element a ∨ b belongs to A ∩ B i , thus to C; whence B ⊆ D. It follows from Lemma 9.3 that D is S-closed, thus Cl S (B) ⊆ D. This means that a ∨ b ∈ C, for all a ∈ A and all b ∈ Cl S (B) = * i∈I B i , which concludes the proof of (9.3).
Join-semidistributive lattices of filters
The main result of the present section invokes the special notions of convergence introduced in Definition 9.1. Proposition 10.1. Let S be a special notion of convergence on a lattice L. Then the lattice Fil S L (with reverse inclusion) is complete, lower continuous, and joinsemidistributive.
Proof. We have already observed that Fil S L is complete, and, by Proposition 9.6, lower continuous. In order to prove that Fil S L is join-semidistributive, it suffices to prove that for all A, B,
where we put B ∨ * C = Fl S (B ∪ C). Let F be the filter generated by B ∪ C.
We prove that a ∨ x ∈ D, for all a, x ∈ A × F . Let b, c ∈ B × C such that b ∧ c ≤ x. We prove, by induction on |s|, that a * s ∈ D, for all s ∈ {b, c} \ {∅}. For s = b , we have a * s = a ∨ b ∈ D, and similarly for s = c . Suppose that |s| > 1.
It follows from the induction hypothesis that a * s * ∈ D, thus e(s)∧(a * s * ) ∈ B ∪C, and therefore
Since the set D is S-closed and S is a special notion of convergence, a ∨ (b ∧ c) = (a * s | s ∈ {b, c}) belongs to D. Since D is an upper subset of L, it follows that a ∨ x ∈ D. Hence we have proved the containment F ⊆ E, where we put
Since E is S-closed, we conclude, by using Lemma 9.4, that B ∨ * C = Fl S (F ) = Cl S (F ) ⊆ E. This means that a ∨ x ∈ D, for all a ∈ A and all x ∈ B ∨ * C.
We obtain immediately the following corollary, see [6, Proposition 2.18] . Compare with Example 11.10. 
Sublattices of complete, lower continuous, join-semidistributive lattices
In this section we shall reap the consequences of Sections 8-10. We first prove a simple lemma.
Lemma 11.1. Let κ be either an infinite cardinal or ∞. Let K be a sublattice of a κ-lower continuous lattice L. Denote by K the set of all meets of descending sequences of at most κ elements of K in L. Then K is a sublattice of L, and it belongs to the same variety as K.
Proof. The fact that K is a sublattice of L follows from the continuity assumption on L. Now let m > 0 and s and t be lattice terms with m variables such that K satisfies the identity s = t. Let a i , for i < m, be elements of K . For all i < m, there exists a descending sequence (a i,ξ ) ξ<κ of elements of K with meet a i . Hence, by using the continuity assumption on L, we obtain: 0,ξ , . . . , a m−1,ξ ) = t(a 0 , . . . , a m−1 ), which proves that K satisfies the identity s = t. Theorem 11.2. For any lattice L, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) L has a join-complete lattice embedding into some complete, lower continuous, join-semidistributive lattice that belongs to the same variety as L; (ii) L has a lattice embedding into some complete, lower continuous, join-semidistributive lattice; (iii) L has a lattice embedding into some ℵ 0 -meet-complete, ℵ 0 -lower continuous, join-semidistributive lattice; (iv) L satisfies the axiom (SD 
for all a, b, c ∈ L and all s ∈ L <ω . Furthermore, we put
It follows from the assumption (SD ω ∨ ) that S satisfies (S1). Let X ∈ S and u ∈ L. Write X = U (s; a, b, c), for some a, b, c ∈ L and s ∈ L <ω . It follows from Lemma 8.1 that u ∨ X = U (j (u, s) ; a, b, c) belongs to S, whence u ∨ X has a meet in L, and consequently, by using (SD ω ∨ ) and Lemma 8.1,
On the other hand, observe that b ∧ c ≤ a * t, for all t ∈ {b, c} <ω , whence u ∧ X = U (m(u, b ∧ c, s); a, b, c) belongs to S. Therefore, S satisfies (S2) and (S3). Finally, a * t | t ∈ {b, c} <ω \ {∅} is equal to U (∅; a, b, c), thus it belongs to S, and hence S is a special notion of convergence on L.
By Lemma 9.5, L has a join-complete embedding into L = Fil S L. By the paragraph above and by Proposition 10.1, L is complete, lower continuous, and join-semidistributive. For a subset X of L, let X ↓∧ (resp., X ↑∨ ) denote the set of all meets of ordinal-indexed descending (resp., ascending) sequences of elements of X. Now we close L under descending meets and joins, by a transfinite construction involving completion under meets at even ordinals and completion under joins at odd ordinals. More specifically, we define a transfinite sequence (L ξ ) ξ ordinal of sublattices of L, as follows:
↓∧ , for every limit ordinal λ and all n < ω; L λ+2n+2 =(L λ+2n+1 ) ↑∨ , for every limit ordinal λ and all n < ω.
By Lemma 11.1 and its dual, the union L * of all L ξ -s belongs to the same variety as L. Since L * is closed under monotone ordinal-indexed sequences of elements of L, it is a complete sublattice of L. Therefore, L * is complete, lower continuous, join-semidistributive, and the inclusion map from L into L * is join-complete.
Corollary 11.3. Every lattice satisfying (SD ω ∨ ) is dually staircase * -distributive. Proof. Let L be a lattice satisfying (SD ω ∨ ). It follows from Theorem 11.2 that L can be embedded into some complete, lower continuous, and join-semidistributive lattice L. It follows from Proposition 7.2 that L is dually staircase distributive. Hence, by Lemma 7.3, L is also dually staircase distributive.
Hence, by using Proposition 8.3, we obtain the following.
We emphasize that we do not assume completeness of L in the statements of Corollaries 11.3 and 11.4.
By using Corollary 8.6, we obtain the following.
Corollary 11.5. Every lower bounded lattice can be embedded into some complete, lower continuous, join-semidistributive lattice.
One cannot hope to strengthen the conclusion of Corollary 11.5 by requiring the larger lattice to be lower bounded; see also [2, p. 207] .
Lemma 11.6. Let K be a sublattice of a lattice L. We assume that the inclusion map f : K → L is lower bounded. If a nonempty subset X of K has a meet in L, then X has a meet in K, and the two meets are equal.
Proof. Denote by a the meet of X in L. Since X is nonempty, the set {x ∈ K | a ≤ f(x)} is nonempty, thus, by assumption on f, it has a least element, say, b. Hence b is the least element of K such that a ≤ b. In particular, b ≤ x, for all x ∈ X; whence b ≤ a. Therefore, a = b belongs to K.
Example 11.7. The free lattice on three generators F L (3) cannot be embedded into any ℵ 0 -meet-complete, lower bounded lattice.
Proof. Suppose that F L (3) is a sublattice of a ℵ 0 -meet-complete, lower bounded lattice L. Since F L (3) is finitely generated and L is lower bounded, the inclusion map f : F L (3) → L is lower bounded. Hence, it follows from Lemma 11.6 that F L (3) is ℵ 0 -meet-complete, which is known not to be the case (see [8, Section I.5 
]).
It is noteworthy to record the following immediate consequence of Proposition 8.4, Corollary 8.5, and Theorem 11.2. Corollary 11.8. A lattice L has an embedding into some complete, lower continuous, join-semidistributive lattice iff every finitely generated sublattice of L has such an embedding.
The following example is the lower part of Example 3.25 in [4] , and it is also the dual, minus the top element, of the lattice Z ω of [6, Page 299] . It shows that lower continuity cannot be replaced by upper continuity in the statement of Corollary 11.5.
Example 11.9. The lattice L of Figure 1 is locally finite and lower bounded, but it cannot be embedded into any ℵ 0 -join-complete, ℵ 0 -upper continuous, join-semidistributive lattice. Proof. It is straightforward to verify that the lattice L is locally finite and lower bounded. Let L be a ℵ 0 -join-complete, ℵ 0 -upper continuous, join-semidistributive lattice containing L. Put a = n<ω a n and b = n<ω b n . Since a n ≤ b n ∨c and b n ≤ a n+1 ∨ c, for all n < ω, the equality a ∨ c = b ∨ c holds. Since L is join-semidistributive, the inequality a ≤ (a ∧ b) ∨ c holds, thus, a fortiori, a 1 ≤ (a ∧ b) ∨ c. However, since L is ℵ 0 -join complete and ℵ 0 -upper continuous, a ∧ b = n<ω (a n ∧ b n ) = 0, so we obtain the inequality a 1 ≤ c, a contradiction.
On the other hand, the duals of [6, Proposition 2.18] and [19, Lemma 10] imply immediately the following example. It illustrates the importance of the choice of S in the proof of Corollary 11.5. Compare also with Corollaries 7.6 and 10.2.
We conclude this section by the following analogue of Theorem 11.2 for complete embeddings.
Theorem 11.11. For any lattice L, the following statements are equivalent:
(i) L has a complete lattice embedding into some complete, lower continuous, join-semidistributive lattice; (ii) L has a meet-complete lattice embedding into some complete, lower continuous, join-semidistributive lattice; (iii) L is dually * -distributive; (iv) L is dually zipper distributive and lower continuous.
(ii)⇒(iii) follows immediately from Proposition 7.2 and Lemma 7.3.
(iii)⇒(iv) follows immediately from Proposition 7.2. (iv)⇒(i). Let L be dually zipper distributive and lower continuous. We put
It is straightforward to verify that S is a special notion of convergence on L and that the map x → ↑x is a complete lattice embedding from L into Fil S L. By Proposition 10.1, Fil S L is complete, lower continuous, and join-semidistributive.
Many of the various classes of lattices encountered in the present paper are represented on Figure 2 . The largest classes are on the top of the diagram. The diagram without (Φ) (i.e., fermentability) is a meet-semilattice, for example, the intersection of (SD ∨ ) and (LC + ) is, indeed, contained in the class (D * D) of all dually * -distributive lattices.
Non-embeddability results into bi-algebraic lattices
We first state the central lemma underlying all the results of the present section.
Lemma 12.1. Let L be a ℵ 0 -complete, ℵ 0 -upper continuous, and ℵ 0 -lower continuous lattice with zero. Let (a n ) n<ω be a sequence of elements of L and let c ∈ L such that the following statements hold:
Proof. Put b n = j<ω a n+j , for all n < ω, and b = n<ω b n . It follows from (i) that i<n a i ∧ b = 0, for all n < ω, hence, by the ℵ 0 -upper continuity of L, we obtain that b = 0. Since (ii) can be written a 0 ≤ b m ∨ c for all m < ω, it follows from the ℵ 0 -lower continuity of L that a 0 ≤ b∨c = c. Therefore, from (iii) it follows that a 0 = 0. Corollary 12.2. Let L be a lattice with zero, let (a n ) n<ω be a sequence of elements of L and let c ∈ L such that a 0 = 0 and the following statements hold:
LC is lower continuity LC + is completeness plus lower continuity As usual, in any modular lattice L with zero, let c = a ⊕ b mean that c = a ∨ b while a ∧ b = 0. A family (a i ) i∈I of elements of L is independent, if the equality
holds, for all finite subsets X and Y of I. Since L is modular, it is sufficient to verify this for X a singleton, see [13] . We say that a, b ∈ L are perspective, if there exists c ∈ L such that a ⊕ c = b ⊕ c.
Corollary 12.3. Let L be a modular lattice with zero, suppose that L has an infinite independent sequence of nonzero pairwise perspective elements. Then L cannot be embedded into any ℵ 0 -complete, ℵ 0 -upper continuous, and ℵ 0 -lower continuous lattice.
Proof. Suppose that L embeds into a ℵ 0 -complete, ℵ 0 -upper continuous, and ℵ 0 -lower continuous lattice L . As above, we may assume that L is a convex sublattice of L . Using Lemma 11.1 as in the proof of (iv)⇒(i) of Theorem 11.2 yields that the closure L * of L (within L ) under countable meets and countable joins belongs to the same variety as L. In particular, in addition to being ℵ 0 -complete, ℵ 0 -upper continuous, and ℵ 0 -lower continuous, the lattice L * is modular. Let (a n ) n<ω be a sequence of pairwise perspective elements of L, with a 0 = 0. For all n > 0, there exists c n ∈ L such that a 0 ⊕ c n = a n ⊕ c n = a 0 ∨ a n . It is an easy exercise to verify that the a n -s and c = n>0 c n satisfy the assumptions of Figure 2 shows containments between various classes of join-semidistributive lattices. This suggests the following general problem. Of course, some partial answers to Problem 1 are known. For example, the classes (SD n ∨ ) and (SD n+1 ∨ ) are, indeed, distinct, for every positive integer n. Many related examples can also be found in [6] . On the other hand, we do not have any example to show that dual staircase distributivity and dual zipper distributivity are really distinct notions-they coincide in the presence of ℵ 0 -lower continuity, see Corollary 11.4 and Figure 2 . Also observe that a lattice L is join-semidistributive iff every three-generated sublattice of L is join-semidistributive. A related problem, inspired by Corollary 11.8, is the following. Problem 2. Does there exist a positive integer n such that a lattice L satisfies (SD ω ∨ ) iff every n-generated sublattice of L satisfies (SD ω ∨ )? It follows from Corollary 11.5 that every lower bounded lattice can be embedded into some complete, lower continuous, join-semidistributive lattice. The result would look better if we could replace "lower continuous" by "dually algebraic", but this we do not know.
Open problems
Problem 3. Can every lower bounded lattice be embedded into some complete, dually algebraic, join-semidistributive lattice?
Trying to improve the universal theory instead of the completeness condition yields, for example, the following problem. It is conceivable that the extension Fil S L defined in the proof of Corollary 11.5
belongs to Q(LB fin ), but we do not know how to prove this. It follows from Whitman's Theorem that every lattice can be embedded into an algebraic and spatial lattice, namely, a partition lattice. It is also proved in [14] that every modular lattice can be embedded, within its variety, into an algebraic and spatial lattice.
Problem 5. Can every lattice be embedded, within its variety, into some algebraic and spatial lattice?
For every complete, algebraic lattice A, the lattice S p (A) of all algebraic subsets of A (see [11, 12] ) is complete, dually algebraic, and join-semidistributive. Problem 6. Can every complete, lower continuous (resp., dually algebraic), joinsemidistributive lattice be embedded into S p (A), for some complete, upper continuous (resp., algebraic) lattice A?
The deepest result of [4] is probably that every finite join-semidistributive lattice can be embedded into S p (A), for some complete, algebraic lattice A.
